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Pastor Scott Velain

Genesis 11c
The Mystery of Babylon
Last week as we journeyed into Genesis chapter 11, we spoke about this very unique city of
Babel, and we spoke about its King… “Nimrod”, and we spoke about how many things that
came out of the rebellious city of Babel (also known as Babylon) that still affect us today in our
day and age. One of the things that we spoke about that still affects us in our time is this fellow
by the name of “Nimrod”. We spoke about the fact that many biblical scholars believe that the
main “antichrist” that is to come in the future, may have something to do with this fellow called
“Nimrod”. Many biblical scholars will use Revelation chapter 17 verse eight to prove their
theory. Once again, Revelation 17:8:
Rev 17:8 The beast that you saw was, and is not, and is about to rise from the bottomless pit
and go to destruction. And the dwellers on earth whose names have not been written in the book
of life from the foundation of the world will marvel to see the beast, because it was and is not
and is to come.
As we have said many times here at Holy Impact Ministries, we do not believe in rubbing the
Bible like a crystal ball in order to tell the future. We believe, that the Scripture was given to
show us where we are in the biblical timeline of these prophetical events. When we see these
prophetical Scriptures coming true, we will then know where we are in the prophetical timeline.
The prophetical Scriptures found within our Bibles are not meant to be known until they
happen. We can speculate what they might mean, and we are certainly commanded to watch, so
that we will know when these prophecies are indeed fulfilled… but to try and definitively say
that this is going to happen, or that, that is going to happen, and this is when it’s going to
happen, and that is when this is going to happen, is never wise.
We see the prophetical Scripture is a roadmap, not as a crystal ball. Conjecture can be healthy as
long as we understand that it is simply that… “Conjecture”. If we except a man’s interpretation
of God’s prophetical Scripture as truth… we are then opening the door to deception. We may be
looking to the left, and the train may be coming from the right. We should know throughout
history, that man’s interpretation rarely gets it right. And so, we believe, that we will be much
more profitable in our understanding by simply waiting for these prophetical Scriptures to
reveal themselves, rather than trying to inject our own interpretation upon the Scriptures, and
then missing the prophetical event altogether because we were confused and deceived by some
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man’s interpretation of our God breathed Scripture.
With that being said… We also believe that many of our Father’s prophetical Scriptures have
already come to pass. We can already understand who the whore of Babylon is that rides the
beast and has the blood of the martyrs of our Messiah on her hands, because she is alive and
well in our time, and we have already seen this much of our Father’s prophetical Scripture come
to pass throughout history. And we’ll talk more about this as we move forward, but once again,
waiting for the prophetical Scripture to manifest itself is much wiser than believing in some
man’s interpretation of that prophetical Scripture. And I know that many books have been
written, many CDs and DVDs have been sold on the market, many Hollywood movies have
raked in boatloads of cash by selling their interpretation of biblical prophecy as truth. But I
would submit to you my friends, that the last ones that we should be putting our faith in, are the
likes of Hollywood, and it’s detestable and sinful nature. Hollywood and its court jesters who
sing and dance for us have all been found weighed and wanting. The fruit that they produce has
been found to be rotten over and over again. What they stand for is not what we stand for. What
they believe, is not what we believe. And what they sell, should not be purchased from us.
When we see men who call themselves “men of God” joining themselves with the godless
nature of Hollywood and its court jesters, to produce movies full of trick photography, CGI, and
all kinds of deceptions to splash across the silver screen… we should take heed. We should put
to use the full armor of God that we should be wearing, and no matter how entertaining, we
should clearly know and understand that they did not get the information that they have from
the one true God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob and his only begotten Son. In other words, my
friends, Hollywood is not where truth comes from. Movies, DVDs, CDs, books and the like, are
not where truth comes from. The truth does not come from any pastor, any priest, Bishop, or
any Pope, truth is given by the Ruach Hackodesh of God, and nowhere else. No matter how
magnificent the production, no matter how believable the scene, no matter how grand the
sound, we must always remember that truth does not come from Hollywood. Nor does it come
from the DVDs, the CDs, the books, or audiotapes of men. Everything must be tested. We must
remember that these kinds of deceptions were taking place even in Paul’s time. Second
Corinthians 11:12-15:
2Co 11:4 For if someone comes and proclaims another Jesus than the one we proclaimed, or if
you receive a different spirit from the one you received, or if you accept a different gospel from
the one you accepted, you put up with it readily enough.
2Co 11:5 Indeed, I consider that I am not in the least inferior to these super-apostles.
2Co 11:6 Even if I am unskilled in speaking, I am not so in knowledge; indeed, in every way we
have made this plain to you in all things.
And so, as we study the lost city of “Babylon”, what we must understand is that “Babylon”
(also known as confusion) is still alive and well in our time. Something else that dates back to
the lost city of “Babel” (also known as Babylon) is what we know today as “astrology”.
“Astrology” is a paganized version of the Hebrew “Mazzaroth” that was used by the early
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Hebrews to teach their children the plan of God. The 12 signs of the zodiac that we hear so
much about today in our time actually come from, and represent the 12 tribes of Israel. The
pictures of these star clusters known as the “zodiac” have nothing to do with the shape of the
stars. The picture is associated with the story that goes along with that group of stars. The story
is protruded by the names of the stars according to the order of brightness. If you learn the order
of the names of the stars according to the brightness of the stars, they will reveal a story, and the
picture is meant to remind us of that story. This is the way that the Hebrew people used to teach
their children about the plan of God. Today many of the original Hebrew names have been lost.
We do know some of the Hebrew names, and some of the Arabic names which are very close to
the Hebrew… but we don’t know them all. But when we put these pictures together, we are told
the unfolding plan of the one true God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob. From the Virgin birth of
Mary our Messiah’s earthly mother, right on down the line to the constellation of Leo which is a
representation of the lion of Judah, these heavenly pictures were originally used to teach the
Hebrew children the plan of God.
I want us to go back and I want us to review what we find in Revelation chapter 12. Very
recently we saw an alignment of stars in the sky that seemed to point to this very chapter of
Revelation, and many false prophets once again started barking about their “pre-tribulation
rapture”. And they began to falsely prophesy, that this star alignment on September 23 of last
year was once again (probably for the millionth time)… going to usher in their sacred “pretribulation rapture”. Of course, as we all know, there was indeed no so-called “pre-tribulation
rescue”. Once again, these men had misunderstood, and thereby falsely prophesied, that there
newfound sacred “pre-tribulation rescue” was going to happen because of this particular star
alignment. I would submit to you my friends, that this star alignment found in the book of
Revelation is a representation of the Virgin birth of our Messiah that has already taken place
long ago and can be found within the confines of human history.
What we’re being told here in Revelation chapter 12 is the story of our Messiah and the battle
between good and evil that was taking place during the time of his birth. Revelation chapter 12
is a warning for every Christian, so that we will know and understand that we are indeed all
engaged (whether we like it or not), in a very furious, and very real spiritual warfare. Let’s read
Revelation chapter 12:
Rev 12:1 And a great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon
under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars.
Rev 12:2 She was pregnant and was crying out in birth pains and the agony of giving birth.
Rev 12:3 And another sign appeared in heaven: behold, a great red dragon, with seven heads
and ten horns, and on his heads seven diadems.
Rev 12:4 His tail swept down a third of the stars of heaven and cast them to the earth. And the
dragon stood before the woman who was about to give birth, so that when she bore her child he
might devour it.
Rev 12:5 She gave birth to a male child, one who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron,
but her child was caught up to God and to his throne,
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Rev 12:6 and the woman fled into the wilderness, where she has a place prepared by God, in
which she is to be nourished for 1,260 days.
Rev 12:7 Now war arose in heaven, Michael and his angels fighting against the dragon. And
the dragon and his angels fought back,
Rev 12:8 but he was defeated, and there was no longer any place for them in heaven.
Rev 12:9 And the great dragon was thrown down, that ancient serpent, who is called the devil
and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world—he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels
were thrown down with him.
Rev 12:10 And I heard a loud voice in heaven, saying, “Now the salvation and the power and
the kingdom of our God and the authority of his Christ have come, for the accuser of our
brothers has been thrown down, who accuses them day and night before our God.
Rev 12:11 And they have conquered him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their
testimony, for they loved not their lives even unto death.
Rev 12:12 Therefore, rejoice, O heavens and you who dwell in them! But woe to you, O earth
and sea, for the devil has come down to you in great wrath, because he knows that his time is
short!”
Rev 12:13 And when the dragon saw that he had been thrown down to the earth, he pursued the
woman who had given birth to the male child.
Rev 12:14 But the woman was given the two wings of the great eagle so that she might fly from
the serpent into the wilderness, to the place where she is to be nourished for a time, and times,
and half a time.
Rev 12:15 The serpent poured water like a river out of his mouth after the woman, to sweep her
away with a flood.
Rev 12:16 But the earth came to the help of the woman, and the earth opened its mouth and
swallowed the river that the dragon had poured from his mouth.
Rev 12:17 Then the dragon became furious with the woman and went off to make war on the
rest of her offspring, on those who keep the commandments of God and hold to the testimony of
Jesus. And he stood on the sand of the sea.
The Dragon is still furious with the woman my friends, and he is to this very day making war on
the rest of her offspring and on those who keep the commandments of God and hold to the
testimony of Yeshua, Jesus. Once again, here, found within the pages of our Scriptures, we find
the proper way to understand the original Hebrew Mazzaroth. They used these kinds of pictures
in the sky as signs, to once again teach God’s people the plan of God. The “zodiac”, and today’s
modern-day version of “astrology” is nothing more than a paganized version of the truth. Once
again, our adversary has cloaked the truth from the eyes of God’s people, and to many would
be, professing Christians, are now doing the exact same thing by casting their net of confusion
and deception over the truth of God’s word in order to lead God’s people astray. And I must say,
that they are doing an excellent job of it. And once again God’s people are led astray because
they are destroyed for lack of knowledge.
And so, I want us to understand that many of the deceptions that we have been caught up in
today truly do stem from this fellow called “Nimrod” and his tower of confusion, that was built
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in the city of confusion (also known as Bable, or Babylon). This first worldly ruler, and the
world’s first tyrant, and the demonically inspired underpinnings of his rebellion reach from
thousands of years out of the past into today’s world, and are still being perpetuated to this very
day.
(PLAY VISSUAL HERE)
I find it extremely interesting when we look at today’s modern-day music and Hollywood’s epic
creations, all of which are peppered with Babylonian and Egyptian clothing, and mysticism, and
astrology that reaches thousands of years back into the past, we never really think anything
about it. We just write it off as artistic nature. But I would submit to you my friends that this is
much more than just artistic nature. The very idea that they are drudging up the ancient gods of
Babylon and Egypt that were so detestable to the one true God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob is
much more than the artistic nature of these so-called “artistes”.
To our detriment and to our folly we fail to realize time and time again, the spiritual
implications of what we are putting before our eyes and the eyes of our children, and the
spiritual warfare that we are engaged in. We waive these things off as simple movies and music
videos and video games, not understanding that when we purchase these things for ourselves
and for our children to view, we are supporting the forward movement, and the growth of these
demonically inspired ancient little “g” gods within our communities and our cultures. These
things are a derivative of the very same little “g” gods that our Father in Heaven hated with
such a passion that he destroyed those who bowed down to them and were involved with the
forward movement and the growth of these demonically inspired ancient little “g” gods. Think
about that, and let that sink in for just a moment.
All of these things were such an atrocity to our Father in Heaven, that when he saw them we’re
told in Genesis chapter 11 verse five, that he came down personally to see the city and the tower
which the children of men had built. Now I want to stop right here for just a moment. Nimrod
and his cronies were trying to build a tower so that they could go see God. In their feeble minds
they thought, that they would make a name for themselves by shaking their fist in the face of
God, but what does God do? He comes down to see them. And let me just interject something
very important here for just a moment. When God has to get up off of his throne and come
down here to see you… this is not going to end well for you. Our Father in Heaven has legions
of Angels that he can send in his stead. Our Father in Heaven does not come down in person
unless there is a major problem that he intends to fix. And so, our Father in Heaven confuses
their language and disperses them from the city of Babel all over the face of the earth, and in
verse nine where told why the city was called Babel, and of course it was because Yahovah
confused the language of all the earth and dispersed them over the face of all the earth.
From Genesis chapter 11 verse 10 down through verse 29 we see a very important lineage. And
this of course was the lineage of “Shem” that leads us right down through the ranks to Abraham,
and this once again is very important for us to understand. Abraham comes from the lineage of
Shem. Nimrod of course came from the lineage of Ham. And so, we have two very distinct
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genealogies listed here in the book of Genesis that we need to pay close attention to. Let’s go
ahead and read down through Shem’s lineage so that we can verify the fact that Abraham did
indeed come from the lineage of Shem Genesis 11:10-29:
Gen 11:10 These are the generations of Shem. When Shem was 100 years old, he fathered
Arpachshad two years after the flood.
Gen 11:11 And Shem lived after he fathered Arpachshad 500 years and had other sons and
daughters.
Gen 11:12 When Arpachshad had lived 35 years, he fathered Shelah.
Gen 11:13 And Arpachshad lived after he fathered Shelah 403 years and had other sons and
daughters.
Gen 11:14 When Shelah had lived 30 years, he fathered Eber.
Gen 11:15 And Shelah lived after he fathered Eber 403 years and had other sons and
daughters.
Gen 11:16 When Eber had lived 34 years, he fathered Peleg.
Gen 11:17 And Eber lived after he fathered Peleg 430 years and had other sons and
daughters.
Gen 11:18 When Peleg had lived 30 years, he fathered Reu.
Gen 11:19 And Peleg lived after he fathered Reu 209 years and had other sons and daughters.
Gen 11:20 When Reu had lived 32 years, he fathered Serug.
Gen 11:21 And Reu lived after he fathered Serug 207 years and had other sons and daughters.
Gen 11:22 When Serug had lived 30 years, he fathered Nahor.
Gen 11:23 And Serug lived after he fathered Nahor 200 years and had other sons and
daughters.
Gen 11:24 When Nahor had lived 29 years, he fathered Terah.
Gen 11:25 And Nahor lived after he fathered Terah 119 years and had other sons and
daughters.
Gen 11:26 When Terah had lived 70 years, he fathered Abram, Nahor, and Haran.
Gen 11:27 Now these are the generations of Terah. Terah fathered Abram, Nahor, and Haran;
and Haran fathered Lot.
Gen 11:28 Haran died in the presence of his father Terah in the land of his kindred, in Ur of the
Chaldeans.
Gen 11:29 And Abram and Nahor took wives. The name of Abram's wife was Sarai, and the
name of Nahor's wife, Milcah, the daughter of Haran the father of Milcah and Iscah.
And so now we begin to understand who Abraham actually was. And I think it’s important for
us to all realized that Abraham was an uncircumcised pagan Gentile that God took and set aside
so that he could create his family tree from the seed of Abraham who was originally an
uncircumcised pagan Gentile. And yet it is through this uncircumcised pagan Gentile that you
and I receive the free gift of salvation that comes directly from his seed… who is Yeshua,
Hamashiach, Jesus the Messiah who was prophesied to come clear back in Genesis chapter 3,
and even earlier than that if we look closely.
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And so, before we leave chapter 11 and venture into chapter 12, I want us to understand all that
we can concerning the city of Babylon that we find here in chapter 11. The city of Babylon will
continue on throughout the Bible clear to the end of the book in the book of Revelation. From
the inception of Babylon here in Genesis chapter 11, we will continue to read about the city of
Babylon throughout the whole Bible, and this is significant. This is important for us to grasp
and to understand. The city of Babylon is where all idolatry originated. The city of Babylon is
where we find all of these other little “g’ gods throughout our Scripture originated. This King by
the name of “Nimrod” was known by many names throughout history, and the tactics and the
idolatry and the confusion and the deception that stems from the original city of Babylon
continues throughout the biblical narrative clear to the end of the book, and I would suggest to
you my friends, continues on even to this very day. But I want us to understand something very
important concerning Babylon that I don’t think many of us truly understand. And so, before we
leave chapter 11 I want us to understand what the rest of the Scripture says is one day going to
happen to Babylon. What does the Scripture say will happen to Babylon? Because I would
submit to you that according to the Scripture, the prophecy of Babylon has not yet come to pass.
Let’s turn to Isaiah 13:
Isa 13:1 The oracle concerning Babylon which Isaiah the son of Amoz saw.
Isa 13:2 On a bare hill raise a signal; cry aloud to them; wave the hand for them to enter the
gates of the nobles.
Isa 13:3 I myself have commanded my consecrated ones, and have summoned my mighty men
to execute my anger, my proudly exulting ones.
Isa 13:4 The sound of a tumult is on the mountains as of a great multitude! The sound of an
uproar of kingdoms, of nations gathering together! The LORD of hosts is mustering a host for
battle.
Isa 13:5 They come from a distant land, from the end of the heavens, the LORD and the
weapons of his indignation, to destroy the whole land.
Isa 13:6 Wail, for the day of the LORD is near; as destruction from the Almighty it will come!
Isa 13:7 Therefore all hands will be feeble, and every human heart will melt.
Isa 13:8 They will be dismayed: pangs and agony will seize them; they will be in anguish like a
woman in labor. They will look aghast at one another; their faces will be aflame.
Isa 13:9 Behold, the day of the LORD comes, cruel, with wrath and fierce anger, to make the
land a desolation and to destroy its sinners from it.
Isa 13:10 For the stars of the heavens and their constellations will not give their light; the sun
will be dark at its rising, and the moon will not shed its light.
Isa 13:11 I will punish the world for its evil, and the wicked for their iniquity; I will put an end
to the pomp of the arrogant, and lay low the pompous pride of the ruthless.
Isa 13:12 I will make people more rare than fine gold, and mankind than the gold of Ophir.
Isa 13:13 Therefore I will make the heavens tremble, and the earth will be shaken out of its
place, at the wrath of the LORD of hosts in the day of his fierce anger.
Isa 13:14 And like a hunted gazelle, or like sheep with none to gather them, each will turn to
his own people, and each will flee to his own land.
Isa 13:15 Whoever is found will be thrust through, and whoever is caught will fall by the
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sword.
Isa 13:16 Their infants will be dashed in pieces before their eyes; their houses will be
plundered and their wives ravished.
Isa 13:17 Behold, I am stirring up the Medes against them, who have no regard for silver and
do not delight in gold.
Isa 13:18 Their bows will slaughter the young men; they will have no mercy on the fruit of the
womb; their eyes will not pity children.
Isa 13:19 And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the splendor and pomp of the Chaldeans, will
be like Sodom and Gomorrah when God overthrew them.
Isa 13:20 It will never be inhabited or lived in for all generations; no Arab will pitch his tent
there; no shepherds will make their flocks lie down there.
Isa 13:21 But wild animals will lie down there, and their houses will be full of howling
creatures; there ostriches will dwell, and there wild goats will dance.
Isa 13:22 Hyenas will cry in its towers, and jackals in the pleasant palaces; its time is close at
hand and its days will not be prolonged.

When we take a look at our Scripture, we find some very interesting things concerning the city
of Babylon. According to Scripture Babylon will never be inhabited, it’s building materials will
never be used, and it will lie desolate like Sodom and Gomorrah. Now we know that the fall of
Babylon took place in 539 BC by the Persian empire, but there was no real battle that ever took
place. Babylon was thought to be impenetrable. Belshazzar who was the king of Babylon at the
time was so sure that Babylon was impenetrable that they threw a big party. And of course,
Belshazzar decided that he was going to use the holy vessels that his father had plundered from
the Temple of the Jews as party favors, and when he did that of course we read about the hand
that came out of nowhere and started writing on the wall. Belshazzar and his guests were so
afraid that they didn’t know what to do. This hand appears out of nowhere and starts writing on
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the wall, and no one can understand what the writing says. The grandmother of Belshazzar tells
him that when his father Nebuchadnezzar was alive, there was a man by the name of Daniel
who could perceive dreams, and so Belshazzar pulls Daniel out of retirement and promises him
all kinds of riches if he can tell him what the writing on the wall says. But of course, Daniel
tells them to keep his riches because the end of his kingship is at hand. The writing on the wall
was essentially a death sentence for Belshazzar. If you want to read more about the story you
can turn to Daniel chapter 5 to read about exactly what happened, but Babylon was taken over
without a battle by the Persians. They simply blocked the flow of the river going into Babylon
which allowed their soldiers to go in underneath the wall, and they were inside the city for
about three days and they simply took it over. This King Cyrus was well known for overtaking
different empires without a battle, he was just that smart of a guy, in fact there is a is a cylinder
of Cyrus that you can go read in the London Museum. And on the cylinder, Cyrus brags about
how he overtook Babylon without a battle. And so many biblical scholars believe that the
original Babylon will one day be rebuilt, and then destroyed in the way that the Bible has
prophesied that it would be destroyed, but many biblical scholars believe that the city of
Babylon itself was never really destroyed according to prophecy. We do know it became
Alexanders capital for about 200 years and that it has been sitting dormant and decaying for
centuries, and we also know that Saddam Hussein was trying to rebuild Babylon before he met
his demise. In fact, I have video that I would like to share with you concerning what Babylon
looks like today in our time after Saddam Hussein had tried to rebuild it.
https://www.cnn.com/2013/04/04/world/meast/iraq-babylon-tourism/index.html
Now I don’t know about you my friends, but I find it very interesting to say the least, that
Saddam Hussein was trying to rebuild Babylon. And I often wonder if this had anything to do
with his untimely demise at the end of her rope. I’m pretty sure that rebuilding Babylon is not
what God intended. And here we have the very man who was rebuilding Babylon, and who
even had his face carved into the walls and his name printed on the bricks of the walls who
came to a very untimely death before he ever got the chance to finish rebuilding his precious
Babylon, and I find that very curious to say the least.
And so, I would like to give you a little bit of homework before our next Bible study. I want you
to sit down and read Isaiah chapters 13 and 14, Jeremiah chapters 50 and 51, and revelation
chapters 17 and 18. All of these Scriptures have to do with Babylon and it’s important to sit
down and read these Scriptures all in one setting. It will only take you about 35 to 40 minutes
but I promise you, you will be glad that you took the 35 to 40 minutes to sit down and read and
compare the Scriptures with one another. There are all kinds of similarities that can be found
within these three sets of Scripture found in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Revelation, and so it’s
important to educate ourselves about this battle that was prophesied to come upon the city of
Babylon that doesn’t seem to have happened as of yet. Will the city of Babylon be rebuilt in the
near future? Will someone pick up where Saddam Hussein left off? Or how will this prophecy
be fulfilled… we simply don’t know, but we do know that it doesn’t seem to have happened as
of yet.
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As far as mystery Babylon is concerned, many of us believe that “mystery Babylon” points
directly to the Roman Catholic Church. Rome calls herself “The Holy City”, “The City of
God”, and even “The Eternal City”. Three blasphemous claims that have been literally stolen
from God himself. The only city that is ever said to be holy in the Bible is Jerusalem where God
says he has put his name. There is no other eternal city other than Jerusalem. And so, this
monolithic tyrannical religion called Catholicism is indeed a pagan vestige of times past. There
is only one city that fits the description of mystery Babylon. There is only one city that could
possibly fit this description of mystery Babylon. Rome has always been known as Babylon. The
Roman Catholic Church clearly tells us that the Vatican is built on seven hills. This whore, also
known as a false church, does indeed have the blood of innocent Christians on its hands, and
this false church has indeed been committing spiritual fornication with all the Kings and Queens
and presidents of the earth, in fact they all frequently go to the Vatican to pay homage to this
false vicar, of Christ and their fraudulent imposter that dresses himself up as an Angel of light to
fool even the very elect. If you would like more information on exactly who the Roman
Catholic church and her fraudulent vicar of Christ truly is, I would direct you to a book entitled
“A Woman Rides The Beast” by Dave Hunt. You can pick this book up from Amazon for about
$15, or you can also go to YouTube and watch his video entitled “A Woman Rides The Beast”
by David Hunt for free. If you enjoy Pastors who keep good records concerning where they got
their information from, you will enjoy this man’s research and the work that he’s done in
uncovering the biblical harlot that rides the beast. Knowing and understanding church history is
essential to understanding end time events. If we do not understand church history, and we have
not read the book for ourselves so that we can understand these prophecies and know which
prophecies have come to pass and which prophecies have not yet come to pass, then we’re
never going to understand eschatology and how these end time events are going to play out. It is
essential for today’s modern-day Christian to be well-educated concerning church history and
exactly what is prophesied to come.
And so, with that information under our belts we are now ready to move into Genesis chapter
12 next week, and we will once again start by reading the 12th chapter of the book of Genesis
together and we will begin to see the puzzle start coming together concerning Abraham, and
who he was and why God selected him to be the father of all nations.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUFhGQ4Do9s&t=935s
A Woman Rides the Beast: by David Hunt
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